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We present calculations of the final phase of inspiral of irrotational strange star binaries. Two
types of equation of state at zero temperature are used - the MIT bag model and the Dey et
al. 1998 model of strange quark matter. We study the precoalescence stage within the Isenberg-
Wilson-Mathews approximation of General Relativity using a multidomain spectral method. The
gravitational-radiation driven evolution of the binary system is approximated by a sequence of quasi-
equilibrium configurations at a fixed baryon number and with decreasing separation. We find that
the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) is determined always by an orbital instability for binaries
consisting of two stars built predominantly of strange quark matter independently on the total mass
of a binary system and compactness parameter of each star. In contrast, for neutron stars described
by baryonic equation of state without exotic phases the ISCO is given by the mass-shedding limit.
The gravitational wave frequency at the ISCO, which marks the end of the inspiral phase, is always
higher than 1.1kHz for equal masses irrotational strange quark stars with the total mass-energy of
a binary system greater than 2M⊙. We find that the dependence of the frequency of gravitational
waves at the ISCO on the compactness parameter for the equal mass binaries can be described by
the same simple analytical formulae for broad ranges of masses independently on a strange star
model. Detailed comparisons with binary neutrons star models, as well as with the third order
Post-Newtonian point-mass binaries are given. The difference in the phase, for two 1.35M⊙ strange
stars, between our numerical results and 3PN is ∼ 40% for the last two orbits of inspiral.
PACS numbers: 04.40.Dg, 04.30.Db, 04.25.Dm, 97.10.Kc, 97.60.Jd
I. INTRODUCTION
Coalescing compact object binaries are the strongest
and hence the most promising sources of gravitational
waves (GW) for LIGO, VIRGO and other interferomet-
ric detectors [1, 2, 3]. Among these, binary neutron
stars have been a subject of extreme interest since the
GW signal of terminal phases of evolution of such bi-
nary system could yield important information about
the equation of state (EOS) at nuclear densities (e.g
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]). One can impose constraints on
the EOS of neutron stars using a simple method based
on the properties of quasiequilibrium binary sequences
[5, 8, 9]. The individual masses of the two neutron stars
in a binary system can be determined taking into account
the frequency evolution of the GW signal of the inspiral
phase and high-order PN effects on the phase evolution of
the signal [12]. In addition the compactness parameter
M/R, hence R, of neutron stars (where M is gravita-
tional mass and R stellar radius of an isolated neutron
star) can be found based on the observed deviation of
the gravitational energy spectrum of a quasiequilibrium
sequence from point-mass behavior at the end of inspiral
[5].
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Several groups have studied the last orbits of inspi-
raling binary neutron stars in the quasi-equilibrium ap-
proximation, and in the framework of Isenberg-Wilson-
Mathews (IWM) approximation of general relativity (see
[13] for a review). The quasi-equilibrium assumption ap-
proximates the evolution of the system by a sequence of
exactly circular orbits (as the time evolution of the orbit
is much larger than the orbital period). The IWM ap-
proximation amounts to using a conformally flat spatial
metric, which reduces the problem to solving only five of
the ten Einstein equations. The equilibrium configura-
tions have been calculated for irrotational binaries since
the viscosity of neutron star matter is far too low to en-
sure synchronization during the late stage of the inspiral
[14, 15].
In order to construct accurate templates of expected
GW signal from neutron stars binaries one has to take
into account realistic description of nuclear matter and
astrophysically relevant masses of neutron stars in a bi-
nary system.
Almost all relativistic studies of the final phase of the
inspiral of close binary neutron stars systems employ a
simplified EOS of dense matter, namely a polytropic EOS
[5, 6, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. There are only three
exceptions: (i) Oechslin et al. have used a pure nuclear
matter EOS, based on a relativistic mean field model and
a ‘hybrid’ EOS with a phase transition to quark matter at
high density [10]; (ii) Bejger et al. have computed quasi-
equilibrium sequences based on three nuclear matter EOS
2[9] iii) Limousin et al. have studied the properties of bi-
nary strange quark stars described by the simplified MIT
bag model (with massless and not interacting quarks)
of strange quark matter [8]. In these three papers the
authors have considered only binary systems consisting
of two identical stars. The assumption of almost equal
masses of neutron stars in a binary system was based
on the current set of well-measured neutron stars masses
in relativistic binary radio pulsars. However, one has to
note that the conclusions based on analysis of properties
of radio binary pulsars suffer from small number statistics
and from several selection effects [24, 25].
In this article we calculate the final phase of inspiral
of irrotational strange quark star binaries using the MIT
bag model and the Dey et al. (1998)[26] model of strange
quark matter. We study the impact of the equation of
state and total energy-mass on the last orbits of binary
strange quark stars. We compare the evolution of strange
star binaries with neutron star binaries in order to find
any characteristic features in the gravitational signal that
will help to distinguish between strange stars and neutron
stars.
The paper is organized in the following way: Sec. II
is devoted to the description of the EOSs used to de-
scribe strange stars. Sec. III is a brief summary of the
assumptions upon which this work is based and a short
description of the basic equations for quasi-equilibrium
configurations. In Sec. IV we comment on the proper-
ties of evolutionary sequences and define the notion of
innermost stable circular orbit. In Sec. V we present the
numerical results for irrotational strange stars binaries of
M = 1.35M⊙ and compare their evolution with that of
neutron stars. Then in Sec. VI we show the results ob-
tained for binary strange stars with different total mass
and compare them with neutron star binaries. Section
VII contains the final discussion.
Throughout the paper, we use geometrized units, for
which G = c = 1, where G and c denote the gravitational
constant and speed of light respectively.
II. EQUATIONS OF STATE AND STELLAR
MODELS
Strange quark stars (SQS) are currently considered as
a possible alternative to neutron stars as compact objects
(see e.g. [27, 28, 29] and references therein). Typically,
strange stars are modeled with an EOS based on the
MIT-bag model (e.g. [30, 31]) in which quark confine-
ment is described by an energy term proportional to the
volume [32]. There are three physical quantities enter-
ing the MIT-bag model: the mass of the strange quarks,
ms, the bag constant, B, and the strength of the QCD
coupling constant α. In the framework of this model the
quark matter is composed of massless u and d quarks,
massive s quarks and electrons. We performed calcula-
tions for three different sets of parameters of the MIT-bag
model:
EOS M [M⊙] MB[M⊙] R [km] M/R
SQSB40 0.5 0.5611 9.001 0.0820
1.35 1.6081 12.09 0.1648
a = 0.324, ρ0 = 3.0563, 1.5 1.805 12.41 0.1784
n0 = 0.19611 1.75 2.1434 12.84 0.2011
SQSB60 0.5 0.5899 8.026 0.0920
1 1.2296 9.877 0.1495
a = 1/3, ρ0 = 4.2785, 1.35 1.7076 10.68 0.1867
n0 = 0.28665 1.65 2.1406 11.10 0.2196
SQSB56 0.5 0.5383 7.865 0.0939
0.7 0.7668 8.709 0.1187
a = 0.301, ρ0 = 4.4997, 1 1.1233 9.637 0.1532
n0 = 0.27472 1.2 1.3707 10.09 0.1756
1.35 1.5620 10.35 0.1925
1.5 1.7587 10.54 0.2101
1.65 1.9617 10.62 0.2295
DSQS 1.35 1.7191 7.336 0.2717
a = 0.463, ρ0 = 11.53,
n0 = 0.725
TABLE I: Global parameters of isolated static strange stars
for the four models of strange stars used in our computations.
The symbols have following meaning: M is the gravitational
mass,MB the baryon mass, R stellar radius,M/R ≡ GM/Rc
2
is the compaction parameter. The mass density ρ0 and baryon
density n0 at zero pressure are in units [10
14g/cm3] and [fm−3]
respectively.
i) SQSB56 - the standard MIT bag model: msc
2 =
200 MeV, α = 0.2, B = 56 MeV/fm3;
ii) SQSB60 - the simplified MIT bag model withms =
0, α = 0; B = 60 MeV/fm3;
iii) SQSB40 - the ”extreme” MIT bag model (rel-
atively low strange quark mass and B but high α) :
msc
2 = 100 MeV, α = 0.6, B = 40 MeV/fm3.
The second type of EOS which we employ is the Dey et
al. (1998) EOS of strange quark matter. In this model,
quarks of the density dependent mass are confined at zero
pressure and deconfined at high density. The quark in-
teraction is described by an interquark vector potential
originating from gluon exchange, and by a density de-
pendent scalar potential which restores the chiral sym-
metry at high densities. This model, with an appropri-
ate choice of the EOS parameters, gives absolutely sta-
ble strange quark matter. Two cases of this model have
been used in the literature SS1 and SS2 - both giving
a rather low value for the maximum gravitational mass
Mmax = 1.33M⊙ and Mmax = 1.44M⊙ respectively. We
have chosen the SS2 model and call it DSQS in our pa-
per. The stars described by the Dey et al. (1998) model
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FIG. 1: Gravitational mass M versus stellar radius R for
sequences of static isolated strange quark stars described by
three different sets of parameters of the MIT-bag model and
by the Dey et al. (1998) model. The circles correspond to
stellar configurations considered in calculations of equal-mass
evolutionary sequences.
are very compact i.e. the gravitational redshifts z for
the maximum mass configurations are much larger than
those for strange stars within the MIT bag model (also
larger than z for most models of neutron stars).
It was shown that different strange quark EOS can be
fitted very well by following formulas [33, 34]:
p = a(ρ− ρ0), (1)
n(p) = n0 ·
[
1 +
1 + a
a
p
ρ0
]1/(1+a)
, (2)
where p, ρ, n are the pressure, the mass density and
the baryon density respectively and a, ρ0, n0 are some
constants. In general this equation corresponds to a self-
bound matter with mass density ρ0 and baryon density
n0 at zero pressure and with a fixed sound velocity
√
a at
all pressures. The parameters a and ρ0 and n0 for each
EOS used in the paper are given in Table I. The strange
stars described by the DSQS model have very high den-
sity at the surface ρ0 = 1.15 × 1015 [g/cm3]. For the
MIT bag model ρ0 is in the range ∼ 3− 6.4 [1014g/cm3]
[29, 34]. The parameter a is found to be between 0.289
and 1/3 (for 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.6 and 0 ≤ ms ≤ 250 MeV) [34]
for the MIT bag model and 0.463 for DSQS model [33].
The higher value of a and ρ0 the higher compactness pa-
rameter of a star with fixed gravitational mass.
In Fig. 1 we present gravitational mass versus stellar
radius for sequences of static strange quark stars. Circles
correspond to configurations studied in the paper. The
global parameters are given in Table I. Depending on the
model we obtain the radius of a 1.35M⊙ star in the range
7-13 km.
III. ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS
A. Assumptions
The first assumption regards the matter stress-energy
tensor T , which we assume to have the perfect fluid form:
T = (e+ p)u⊗ u+ p g, (3)
where e, p, u and g are respectively the fluid proper
energy density, the fluid pressure, the fluid 4-velocity,
and the spacetime metric. This constitutes an excellent
approximation for neutron star matter or strange star
matter.
The last orbits of inspiraling binary compact stars can
be studied in the quasi-equilibrium approximation. Un-
der this assumption the evolution of a system is approx-
imated by a sequence of exactly circular orbits. This
assumption results from the fact that the time evolution
of an orbit is still much larger than the orbital period
and that the gravitational radiation circularizes an orbit
of a binary system. This implies a continuous spacetime
symmetry, called helical symmetry [35, 36] represented
by the Killing vector
ℓ =
∂
∂t
+Ω
∂
∂ϕ
, (4)
where Ω is the orbital angular velocity and ∂/∂t and
∂/∂ϕ are the natural frame vectors associated with the
time coordinate t and the azimuthal coordinate ϕ of an
asymptotic inertial observer.
We also assume that the spatial part of the metric (i.e.
the metric induced by g on each hypersurface Σt) is con-
formally flat, which corresponds to the Isenberg-Wilson-
Mathews approximation to general relativity [37, 38, 39]
(see Ref. [36] for a discussion). Thanks to this approx-
imation we have to solve only five of the ten Einstein
equations.
The fourth assumption concerns the fluid motion inside
each star. We only consider irrotational motion (assum-
ing that the fluid has zero vorticity in the inertial frame).
B. Equations to be solved
We just mention briefly all the equations we have to
solve and refer the reader to Limousin et al. [8] for more
details.
The gravitational field equations have been obtained
within the 3+1 decomposition of the Einstein’s equations
[40, 41], using the extended conformal thin sandwich
formalism [42] and taking into account the helical
symmetry of the spacetime. This gives one vectorial
elliptic equation for the shift vector N i coming from the
momentum constraint and two scalar elliptic equations
for ν = lnN and β = ln(AN), coming from the trace of
the spatial part of the Einstein equations combined with
the Hamiltonian constraint, N being the lapse function
4and A the conformal factor.
Apart from the gravitational field equations, we have
to solve the fluid equations. The equations governing the
quasi-equilibrium state are the relativistic Euler equation
and the equation of baryon number conservation. Irro-
tational motion admit a first integral of the relativistic
Euler equation:
H + ν − ln Γ0 + lnΓ = const., (5)
where H is the pseudoenthalpy, Γ0 is the Lorentz factor
between the co-orbiting and the Eulerian observers
and Γ is the Lorentz factor between the fluid and the
co-orbiting observers.
The equation of baryon number conservation is written
as an elliptic equation for the velocity potential Ψ. The
method of solving this equation is different for neutron
stars and strange stars. For strange stars, we have to im-
pose a Neumann-like boundary condition for the velocity
potential at the surface of the star (see paragraph IV.C
of [8] for details) to have flow field tangent to the surface
in a rotating frame.
C. Numerical method
The resolution of the above nonlinear elliptic equa-
tions is performed thanks to a numerical code based on
multidomain spectral methods and constructed upon the
LORENE C++ library [43]. The detailed description of
the whole algorithm, as well as numerous tests of the
code can be found in [23]. Additional tests have been
presented in Sec. 3 of [6]. The code has already been
used successfully for calculating the final phase of inspi-
ral of binary neutron stars described by polytropic EOS
[5, 6, 16, 21, 44, 45], realistic EOS [7, 9] as well as bi-
nary strange stars [7, 8]. It is worth to stress that the
adaptation of the domains (numerical grids) to the stel-
lar surface (surface-fitted coordinates) used in the code is
very important for calculating binary systems of strange
stars. This method enable us to treat the strongly dis-
continuous density profile at the surface of a strange star
and avoid any Gibbs-like phenomenon. [46].
We used one numerical domain for each star and 3
(resp. 4) domains for the space around them for a small
(resp. large) separation between stars. In each domain,
the number of collocation points is chosen to beNr×Nθ×
Nϕ = 25 × 17 × 16, where Nr, Nθ, and Nϕ denote the
number of collocation points (= number of polynomials
used in the spectral method) in the radial, polar, and
azimuthal directions respectively.
The convergence of the procedure is monitored by com-
puting the relative difference δH/H between the enthalpy
fields at two successive steps. The iterative procedure
is stopped when δH/H goes below a certain threshold,
typically 10−7. The accuracy of the computed models is
estimated using a relativistic generalization of the virial
theorem [36]. The virial relative error was found to be a
few times 10−5 for the closest configurations.
IV. EVOLUTIONARY SEQUENCES
The evolution of a binary system of compact objects
is entirely driven by gravitational radiation and can be
roughly divided into three phases : point-like inspiral,
hydrostationary inspiral and merger. The first phase cor-
responds to large orbital separation (much larger than
the neutron star radius) and can be treated analytically
using the post-Newtonian (PN) approximation to gen-
eral relativity (see Ref. [47, 48] for a review). In the
second phase the orbital separation becomes only a few
times larger than the radius of the star, so the effects
of tidal deformation, finite size and hydrodynamics play
an important role. In this phase, since the shrinking
time of the orbital radius due to the emission of gravi-
tational waves is still larger than the orbital period, it
is possible to approximate the state as quasi-equilibrium
[16, 49]. The final phase of the evolution is the merger of
the two objects, which occur at the dynamical timescale
[50, 51, 52, 53]. The quasi-equilibrium computations
from the second phase provide valuable initial data for
the merger [10, 17, 50, 52].
We focus on the last orbits of the inspiral phase (the
hydrostationary inspiral). In this section, we present
the numerical results for evolutionary sequences of close
strange stars binaries described by three different sets of
parameters of the MIT bag model and the Dey model
introduced in Sect. II. We consider only equal-mass bi-
nary systems with different total masses. By evolution-
ary sequence, we mean a sequence of quasi-equilibrium
configurations of decreasing separation and with constant
baryon massMB, which are expected to approximate the
true evolution of a binary system. In order to investigate
the properties of the GW emission during the final phase
of binary strange star inspiral we focus on the variation
of the ADM (Arnowitt-Deser-Misner, see e.g.[6]) mass of
the system MADM (the total binary mass-energy) with
respect to the GW frequency. These two quantities are
sufficient to determine the GW energy spectrum. The
orbital binding energy is defined by
Ebind :=MADM −M∞, (6)
where M∞ is the ADM mass of the system at infinite
separation, that is the sum of the gravitational masses,
M , of isolated static stars. The variation of Ebind along
an evolutionary sequence corresponds to the loss of en-
ergy via gravitational radiation. Gravitational waves are
emitted at twice the orbital frequency: fGW = 2f = Ω/pi.
The physical inspiral of binary compact stars termi-
nates by either the orbital instability (turning point of
Ebind) or the mass-shedding limit (when a cusp forms
at the stellar surface in the direction of the companion
5(Roche lobe overflow)). In both cases, this defines the
innermost stable circular orbit. The frequency of gravita-
tional waves at the ISCO is one of potentially observable
parameters by the gravitational wave detectors. In addi-
tion so called “break frequencies”, characteristic frequen-
cies where the power emitted in gravitational waves de-
creases measurably could be observable quantities [5, 54]
and section V. C at this paper.
V. RESULTS FOR EQUAL-MASS STRANGE
STAR BINARIES WITH M∞ = 2.7M⊙
In Fig. 2 we present the orbital binding energy as
a function of gravitational wave frequency along evolu-
tionary sequences of strange quark stars with the total
mass-energy in infinite separation M∞ = 2× 1.35 M⊙ =
2.7M⊙. The different symbols (triangles, stars, dia-
monds and squares) indicate the individual equilibrium
configurations calculated numerically. The big diamonds
correspond to the minimum of the binding energy of an
evolutionary sequence. A turning point of Ebind along
an evolutionary sequence indicate an orbital instability
[36]. This instability can originate both from relativis-
tic effects (the well-known r = 6M last stable orbit of
Schwarzschild metric) and hydrodynamical effects [20].
We present also the 3rd order point masses post-
Newtonian (PN) approximation derived by Blanchet [57]
(solid line). Comparison of our numerical results with
the 3PN calculations reveals a good agreement for small
frequencies (large separations). The deviation from PN
curves at higher frequencies (smaller separation) is due
to hydrodynamical effects, which are not taken into ac-
count in the PN approach. The relative difference be-
tween binding energy of quasiequilibrium sequences of
two 1.35M⊙ strange stars and the 3PN point-mass cal-
culation, caused by the finite size effects, at the frequency
of gravitational waves corresponding to the quasiequilib-
rium ISCO is ∼ 7%.
A turning point of Ebind is found for each of the three
binary strange stars described by the MIT bag model
but by the DSQS. For the DSQS model we had to finish
our calculations before the orbital instability was reached
since for closer configurations we were not able to ob-
tained required accuracy due to very high compactness
parameter for this strange quark model. The shape of the
MIT bag model strange stars at the ISCO and the closest
computed configuration in the case of DSQS model are
presented in Fig. 3. The stars for DSQS model are in
fact still nearly spherical. One can thus suppose that the
turning point should exist for the DSQS model of strange
matter in high frequencies. The frequency of gravita-
tional waves at the ISCO for the MIT bag model is found
to be in the range ∼ 1130 − 1470Hz . The 3PN results
for point masses derived by different authors give ISCO
at very high frequencies of gravitational waves > 2 kHz
[55, 56, 57]
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FIG. 2: Orbital binding energy Ebind = MADM − 2M as
a function of gravitational wave frequency (twice the orbital
frequency) along evolutionary sequences of irrotational equal
mass (of 1.35 M⊙) strange star binaries described by the four
EOS introduced in Section II. The solid line corresponds to
the 3rd post-Newtonian point masses approximation derived
by Blanchet [57].
A. The impact of EOS on the GW frequency at
ISCO
It was already suggested by many authors that the fre-
quency of GW at the ISCO depends on the compactness
parameter and thus on EOS of nuclear matter. In Fig 4.
we present the frequency of GW at ISCO as a function of
compactness parameter for equal-mass binary (consisting
of two 1.35M⊙) strange stars described by the MIT bag
model and neutron stars described by three nuclear EOS
(GNH3 EOS [58], APR EOS [59], BPAL12 EOS [60, 61]-
see [9] for details) and by polytropic EOS with γ = 2 [5].
All evolutionary sequences of binary strange stars ter-
minate at the dynamical orbital instability while equi-
librium sequences of binary neutron stars at the mass-
shedding limit (for polytropic EOS with γ ≤ 2.5 the
ISCO is given by the mass-shedding limit otherwise by
the orbital instability [6, 20]). For all EOS the higher
compactness of a star is, the higher frequency of gravita-
tional waves at the ISCO is.
We see that for equal-mass evolutionary sequences with
the same total mass the dependence fGW,ISCO versus the
compactness parameter can be described by linear func-
tion y = A1x+A2 for all EOS, where A1 is found to be
11.97, 9.09, 9.165 and A2: -0.841, -0.469,-0.466 for SS bi-
naries, NS described by realistic EOS and polytropic NS
binaries respectively. We see that the results obtained for
polytropic EOS fit quite well the calculations performed
for neutron stars described by realistic EOS. Indeed as
found by Bejger et al. 2005 [9] the frequency of grav-
6FIG. 3: Velocity field with respect to the co-orbiting frame
in the orbital plane for strange stars at the coordinate sepa-
ration corresponding to ISCO (three upper panels) or to the
closest calculated configuration (the lowest panel). The pan-
els correspond to three types of the MIT bag model, SQSB40,
SQSB60, SQSB56 and Dey et al. (1998) EOS SQSD from the
upper to the lower one respectively. The thick solid lines de-
note stellar surfaces.
itational waves at the end point of inspiraling neutron
stars described by several realistic EOS without exotic
phases (such as meson condensates or quark matter) can
be predicted, in a good approximation, by studying bi-
naries with assumed polytropic EOSs with γ = 2 or 2.5.
As found by Limousin et al. [8] it wasn’t the case for
inspiraling strange star binaries which are self-bound ob-
jects having very large adiabatic index in the outer layers.
The frequency of gravitational waves at the end of inspi-
ral phase is higher by ∼ 150 Hz for irrotational strange
star binaries than for the polytropic neutron star bina-
ries with the same gravitational mass and stellar radius
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FIG. 4: The frequency of ISCO (the dynamical orbital insta-
bility for strange quark stars or the mass-shedding limit for
neutron stars) versus compaction parameter for equal-mass
(of 1.35M⊙) strange stars and neutron stars described by re-
alistic EOS [9] and polytropic EOS [5]
in infinite separation. The differences in the evolution
of binary strange stars and neutron stars stem from the
fact that strange stars are principally bound by another
force than gravitation: the strong interaction between
quarks. Thanks to this, at the end of the inspiral phase,
neutron stars are, for the same separation, more oblate
than strange stars. And thus a cusp forms at the stellar
surface of neutron stars, which marks the beginning of
exchange of matter between the two stars, whereas the
surface of strange stars is smooth even at the dynamical
instability (see Fig. 3).
The frequency at the end point of inspiral of binary
neutron stars described by three nuclear EOS ranges
from 806 Hz for GNH3 EOS (M/R = 0.14) to 1270
Hz for BPAL 12 EOS (M/R = 0.191). The range
of frequencies at the ISCO for binary neutron stars
intersects with these for binary strange stars (higher
than 1130 Hz). The determination of the gravitational
wave frequency at the ISCO by the laser interferometers
allows to impose constraints on the EOS of matter at
ultra-high densities but it is not sufficient to distinguish
completely between strange stars and neutron stars.
The detection of high value of fGW,ISCO e.g. 1250 Hz
from binary system consisting of two 1.35 M⊙ stars
could indicate the compactness parameter 0.175 or 0.189
depending on EOS.
7B. Analytical fits to numerical results
As already mentioned the 3PN calculations reproduce
quite well our results for small frequencies (large sep-
arations). For close separation we see the deviation
from point-mass calculations due to hydrodynamical ef-
fects. The observed deviation of the GW energy spec-
trum for quasiequilibrium sequences (given by the deriva-
tive dEbind/dfGW) from point-mass behavior gives also
important information about EOS of neutron stars in
addition to the frequency of GW at the ISCO [5].
Following Faber et. al. (2002) [5] and Bejger et. al.
(2005) [9], we perform some polynomial fits (see below)
to each of the computed evolutionary sequences in or-
der to obtain functions required for the GW energy spec-
trum. The two different approaches were used by authors
to represent the variation of the total mass energy as a
function of GW frequency. Faber et. al. (2002) [5] fit-
ted the numerical results taking into account 3 terms:
f2/3, f and f2 representing the Newtonian point-mass
behavior, the lowest order post-Newtonian and finite-
size corrections, the tidal interaction energy respectively.
However Bejger et. al. (2005) [9] found that it is possible
to find much better approximations of numerical results
taking into account higher order PN terms. They have
shown that the difference between the binding energy of
equal-mass of 1.35 M⊙ irrotational neutron star binaries
and the binding energy of binary point masses in the 3PN
approximation of Blanchet (2002) [57] can be fitted very
well by the power-law dependence on frequency fGW:
Ebind − E3PNbind = A
(
fGW
1000Hz
)n
. (7)
The 3PN formula as obtained by Blanchet [57] from
the standard post-Newtonian expansion reads
E3PNbind
M∞
= − 1
8
Ω
2/3
∗ +
37
384
Ω
4/3
∗ +
1069
3072
Ω2∗
+
5
3072
(
41pi2 − 285473
864
)
Ω
8/3
∗ , (8)
where Ω∗ is the orbital angular frequency expressed in
geometrized units:
Ω∗ := 2piM∞f = 2piMfGW = 2MΩ. (9)
The terms in Ω
2/3
∗ , Ω
4/3
∗ , Ω
2
∗ and Ω
8/3
∗ in Eq. (8) are
respectively the Newtonian, 1PN, 2PN and 3PN term.
In Fig. 5, we present the difference between our nu-
merical results and the 3PN approximation given by Eq.
(8). Looking at the scale of Fig. 5, we see that the for-
mula (8) approximates very well the behavior of a binary
system of strange stars for a large range of frequencies.
Because of the steep character of the function Ebind −
E3PNbind seen in Fig. 5, the power n is quite large. The val-
ues are listed in Table II. We didn’t assume the integer
number of the power n. We note that the values of the
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FIG. 5: Difference Ebind−E
3PN
bind between the binding energy
of equal-mass of 1.35 M⊙ irrotational strange quark star bi-
naries and the binding energy of binary point masses in the
3PN approximation of Blanchet (2002) [57]. The different
symbols (triangles, circles, squares and stars) correspond to
the numerical results, lines to polynomial fits (7) to them and
big diamonds to ISCO.
power n are similar for the three EOS of MIT bag model.
So we also done fits for an intermediate value n = 6.5 for
these three EOS and denote by An=6.5 its corresponding
factor. The information on the frequency of departure
from 3PN curve is thus entirely determined by the nu-
merical factor A. The higher this factor is, the higher the
frequency of departure. For Dey et. al. (1998) EOS, the
power n is very high and the reference frequency of 1000
Hz used for the polynomial fit (7) is not well adapted to
the frequency of gravitational waves obtained using this
EOS, explaining the very small factor A.
From Fig. 5, we can define the frequencies fnpm as
those frequencies at which the deviation from point-mass
behavior becomes important. It can be defined more pre-
cisely by the frequency for which
Ebind − E3PNbind
E3PNbind
= 0.001. (10)
The values of these frequencies for the four strange star
models are given in Table III.
One can draw an important conclusion from the pre-
sented results and their comparison with relativistic ap-
proximations for point masses in a binary system. We
can expect that taking into account the next orders in
a post-Newtonian approximation doesn’t change the en-
ergy by an amount larger than the difference between
2PN and 3PN models. As a consequence the large devi-
ation of our numerical results from the 3PN approxima-
tion is caused by the effects of a finite size of the star, e.g.
tidal forces. The very high power n indicates that high
order tidal effects are very important, and dominates the
8EOS M/R A [M⊙] n An=6.5[M⊙]
SQSB40 0.1648 0.001174 6.28 0.001158
SQSB60 0.1867 0.0002888 6.59 0.0002961
SQSB56 0.1925 0.0001865 6.8 0.0002068
DSQS 0.2717 1.353e-9 17.38 –
TABLE II: Parameters A, n and An=6.5 (A for n = 6.5)
of polynomial fits (7) for equal-mass of 1.35 M⊙ irrotational
strange quark star binaries.
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FIG. 6: Energy spectrum of gravitational waves emitted by
strange stars binaries versus frequency of gravitational waves
along the four equal-mass of 1.35 M⊙ irrotational quasiequi-
librium sequences. The straight lines correspond to the New-
tonian dependence of energy multiplied by 1, 0.75, 0.6 and
0.35.
relation Ebind(fGW). Indeed, the lowest order tidal term
is known to be n = 4 [62] and the values obtained here
are well above this.
C. Energy spectrum of gravitational waves
We compute the energy spectrum of gravitational
waves obtained as the first derivatives of the fitted func-
tions (7). The quantity dEbind/dfGW is important for
the data analysis of GW, because it determines the evo-
lution of the wave’s phase. The difference in the phase,
for two 1.35M⊙ strange stars described by the MIT bag
model, between our numerical results and 3PN, caused
by hydrodynamical effects, is ∼ 40%, for the last two or-
bits of inspiral. The phase error in the 3PN values of the
wave’s phase may be larger for the final orbits if one goes
beyond spacial conformal flatness aproximation [66].
The relation between dEbind/dfGW and the gravita-
tional waves frequency fGW is presented in Fig. 6. In
this figure, we draw straight lines corresponding to the
EOS M/R fnpm f25 f40 f65 fISCO/end
SQSB40 0.1648 542 679 871 1033 1134
SQSB60 0.1867 705 744 1022 1245 1390
SQSB56 0.1925 767 756 1063 1308 1467
DSQS 0.2717 1825 786 1286 1945 2050(*)
TABLE III: Gravitational wave frequencies (in Hz) at the
last orbits of inspiraling equal-mass of 1.35 M⊙ strange
quark star binaries: fnpm denotes the frequency of GW at
which the relative difference between binding energy calcu-
lated in quasiequilibrium and 3PN approximation is higher
than 0.1%, f25, f40 and f65 are the so-called break-frequencies
at which the GW energy spectrum has dropped, respectively,
by 25%, 40%, 65% and fISCO/end is the GW frequency at
ISCO for SQSB40, SQSB56, SQSB60 model and (*) at the
last calculated configuration for DSQS model.
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FIG. 7: The break frequencies versus compaction parameter
for equal-mass (of 1.35M⊙) strange stars and neutron stars
described by realistic EOS [9] and polytropic EOS [5]
Newtonian case ∼ f2/3GW to find the break frequencies f25,
f40 and f65 at which the energy spectrum has dropped
respectively by 25 %, 40 % and 65 %. The values of
the break frequencies for the four EOS used to described
strange stars are given in Table III. These values are
important from the point of view of future detections:
they show the difference between the amplitude of the
real signal and the Newtonian template which allows to
calculate the real wave form amplitude from the detector
noise.
At the level of 25%, SQSB40 EOS is the only curve
which deviate from the 3PN curve so we can already dis-
tinguish SQSB40 EOS and the other EOS. But this is
only at f40 that we can discriminate between the four
EOS, but the curve for DSQS is still very close to the
3PN curve because of very high compaction parameter
for this model. To see the significant deviation of DSQS
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FIG. 8: Orbital binding energy Ebind as a function of GW
frequency fGW along three different total mass evolutionary
sequences of irrotational binaries described by SQSB60. The
total mass in infinite separation of binaries containing two
identical strange stars is 2, 2.7 and 3.3 M⊙ from the top to
the bottom respectively.
model from post-Newtonian results, we need to look at
frequency f65 where the energy spectrum has dropped by
65 %.
In Fig. 7 we present the break frequencies f25, f40 for
neutron stars and strange stars described by the MIT
bag model versus the compaction parameter. We find
that the break frequencies are more sensitive quantities
to EOS than GW frequencies at ISCO. For equal-mass bi-
naries (of 1.35M⊙) of neutron stars described by realistic
EOS the function fGW,ISCO(M/R) can be quite well re-
produced studying neutron stars described by polytropic
EOS with Γ = 2 (see Fig. 4). This isn’t the case for the
dependence of break frequencies versus the compaction
parameter. The relation of frequencies f25, f40 versus
M/R is different for different EOS, and for given M/R
always higher for neutron stars than for strange quark
stars.
VI. THE IMPACT OF THE TOTAL MASS AND
EOS ON THE LAST ORBITS OF INSPIRAL
Up to now, we studied the impact of the equation of
state on the frequency of gravitational waves at ISCO
and on break frequencies for equal-mass binaries with
M∞ = 2.7M⊙. In this section, we consider equal-mass
strange star binary systems with different total masses.
In Fig. 8 we show the orbital binding energy versus
frequency of gravitational waves along evolutionary se-
quences of binary strange stars described by SQSB60
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FIG. 9: Ebind−E
3PN
bind for three irrotational strange star bina-
ries described by SQSB60 model. The symbols correspond to
the numerical results and the lines to polynomial fits to them.
The total mass of binaries containing two identical strange
stars is 2, 2.7 and 3.3 M⊙ from left to right respectively.
EOS with M∞ = 2 M⊙, 2.7M⊙ and 3.3M⊙.
We find a minimum of binding energy for each se-
quence, which corresponds to the dynamical instability.
The frequency of gravitational waves at the ISCO in-
creases with increasing total mass of equal-mass irrota-
tional strange star binaries. We find the same behavior
for other models of strange stars.
In Fig. 9 we show the difference Ebind − E3PNbind be-
tween the binding energy of three equal-mass irrotational
strange star binaries described by SQSB60 model and
the binding energy of binary point masses in the 3PN
approximation. The parameters of the polynomial fits
Eq. (7) and fnpm frequencies for these three evolution-
ary sequences are given in Table IV. We find high val-
ues of the power n independently on the total mass of
a binary strange star system, which indicates that tidal
effects dominate the last orbits of inspiral.
M [M⊙] A [M⊙] n fnpm
1 0.0003781 6.02 593
1.35 0.0002888 6.59 705
1.65 0.0001590 7.27 838
TABLE IV: Parameters A and n of polynomial fits (7) for
different masses evolutionary sequences of strange stars de-
scribed by SQSB60 model.
In the upper (lower) panel of Fig. 10 we show the
frequency of GW at the ISCO versus gravitational mass
(the compaction parameter) for three MIT bag models
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FIG. 10: The upper (lower) panel corresponds to the depen-
dence of gravitational wave frequency at the ISCO on grav-
itational mass (compaction parameter) of a star in isolation
for equal-mass binaries described by different strange quark
matter EOS
SQSB56, SQSB60 and SQSB40. Different symbols (tri-
angles, circles and squares) correspond to the ISCO de-
fined by the orbital instability. We find that for all MIT
bag models considered in the paper the frequency of GW
at the ISCO increases with the stellar mass and the com-
paction parameter M/R (the relation gravitational mass
vs compaction parameter is almost linear for the range
of masses considered here).
It was already mention that stars built predominantly
of strange quark matter described by the MIT bag model
or the Dey et al. (1998) model can be very well approxi-
mated by the linear function P = a (ρ− ρ0). For a fixed
value of a, all stellar parameters are subject to scaling
relations with appropriate powers of ρ0, e.g. the gravita-
tional mass and the stellar radius scale in the same way:
M , R ∝ ρ−1/20 while the rotational frequency frot ∝ ρ1/20
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FIG. 11: Upper panel (lower panel) represents the rescaled
gravitational wave frequency at the ISCO as a function of the
rescaled gravitational mass (compaction parameter) of a star
in isolation.
(e.g. [63, 64]). In Fig. 11 the dependence of the fre-
quency of GW at the ISCO versus mass and compaction
parameter was scaled out with appropriate powers of
ρ0,SQSB56, where ρ0,SQSB56 = 4.4997 [10
14g/cm3] corre-
sponds to the surface density for the standard MIT bag
model SQSB56. We see that the functions fGW(M) and
fGW(M/R) weakly depend on the a parameter of the
equation of state given by Eq. (1).
In Fig. 12 and 13 we present the dimensionless quanti-
ties, the gravitational waves frequency at the ISCO mul-
tiplied by the gravitational mass of a star in isolation
MΩ as a function of M/R for equal-mass strange star
binaries described by the MIT bag model and neutron
star binaries respectively. The frequency at the ISCO
depends systematically and strongly on the compaction
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FIG. 12: The GW frequency at the ISCO multiplied by the
gravitational mass of a strange star at isolation versus com-
paction parameter for equal-mass strange star binaries. The
solid line correspond to the fitting formulae, while different
symbols correspond to numerical results for different strange
star models.
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FIG. 13: The GW frequency at the ISCO multiplied by the
gravitational mass versus compaction parameter for equal-
mass neutron star and strange star binaries. Lines correspond
to the fitting formulas, while different symbols correspond to
numerical results for different strange star and neutron star
models.
parameter for all models. This strong dependence for bi-
nary neutron stars and strange stars indicates that the
effect of the hydrodynamic instability dominates over the
general relativistic effects (see [20] for a discussion on the
origin of ISCO) for compaction parameters considered in
the paper. On the other hand, in the limit M/R → 0.5,
the general relativistic effects should be more important
than the hydrodynamic effects.
We find that the dependence of the frequency of gravi-
tational waves at the ISCO on the compaction parameter
for the equal-mass binaries can be described by the same
simple analytical formulae (given by the power series of
the compaction parameter)
ΩM = A(M/R)1.5 +B(M/R)2.5
(see e.g. [20, 65]),where A = 0.6 and B = 0.665, for
broad ranges of masses independently on the strange star
model. The results obtained for one strange quark model
can then be used to predict the results for other models.
Having this in mind we can estimate that the gravita-
tional wave frequency at the ISCO fGW,ISCO for DSQS
with M∞ = 2.7 could be very high ∼ 2.6 kHz.
Comparison of our numerical results for three differ-
ent models of strange stars, represented by the solid line
with filled circles, and irrotational neutron star binaries
are given in Fig 13. The solid line with open circles and
the dashed line with filled squares correspond to equal-
mass neutron stars of Oechslin et al. 2004 [10] described
by a pure nuclear matter EOS, based on a relativistic
mean field model and a ‘hybrid’ EOS with a phase tran-
sition to quark matter at high density respectively. These
two EOSs are matched with a polytropic one with high
adiabatic index γ = 2.86 at 2 × 1014 g cm−3. This last
assumption of Oechslin et al. is artificial, because the
EOS of the neutron star crust is very different from a
polytrope, and its local adiabatic index is much smaller
(see [9] for details). The dashed line with stars denotes
results obtained by Bejger at al. 2005, for binary neutron
stars of equal masses with M∞ = 2.7M⊙ based on realis-
tic equations of state for the whole neutron star interior
(see section V. A of this paper). They performed calcula-
tions for three realistic nuclear EOSs of various softness
at stellar core and the crust described by means of a re-
alistic EOS obtained in the many-body calculations (see
[9] for details). In this case ISCO is defined by the point
where mass transfer sets in. In contrast for irrotational
strange star binaries and neutron star binaries of Oech-
slin et al. the ISCO is given by the dynamical instability
due to very high adiabatic index in the stellar crust (see
[8]). The difference in the relation ΩM(M/R) between
two models of Oechslin et al., caused by difference of EOS
in the stellar core, are negligible comparing to difference
between their results and our numerical calculations or
results obtained by Bejger et al. The last orbits of inspiral
of binary neutron stars and strange stars are dominated
by tidal effects. We conclude that the difference between
different models of compact stars, presented on Fig. 13
come from different description of the nuclear crust.
VII. SUMMARY
In the present paper we have computed the final phase
of inspiral of equal-mass irrotational binary stars built
predominantly of strange quark matter. We have stud-
ied the precoalescing stage within a quasiequilibrium ap-
proximation and a conformally flat spatial 3-metric using
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a multidomain spectral method. We have presented a set
of evolutionary sequences of equal-mass strange star bi-
naries based on two types of equation of state at zero tem-
perature, the MIT bag model and the Dey et al. (1998)
model, of strange quark matter. For each sequence we
have computed the gravitational waves energy spectrum.
We have compared our results with those obtained for
neutron star binaries and the third order Post-Newtonian
point-mass binaries. We have studied the impact of the
equation of state and the total energy-mass on the last
orbits of binary strange quark stars by finding the grav-
itational wave frequency at the ISCO, which marks the
end of the inspiral phase, and the break frequencies (GW
frequencies at which the energy spectrum drops by some
factor below the point-mass result) for each evolutionary
sequence. These frequencies could be determined from
data analysis and allow us to make constraints on the
equation of state of neutron stars.
We find that:
i) for equal-mass irrotational strange quark star bina-
ries ISCO is given by the dynamical instability indepen-
dently on the equation of state and the total energy-mass
of the system. This contrasts with neutron stars de-
scribed by nuclear equation of state for which the ISCO
is given by mass-shedding limit. The gravitational wave
frequency at the ISCO is always higher than 1.1 kHz for
irrotational strange quark stars described by MIT bag
model and 2 kHz for the Dey et al. (1998) model with
the total mass-energy of a binary system greater than
2M⊙. One should note here that for non-equal mass bi-
naries a star of smaller mass could be tidally disrupted
by a companion of larger mass at large orbital separation
and than the frequency of gravitational waves could be
smaller than 1 kHz.
ii) the frequency of gravitational waves at the ISCO
depends systematically and strongly on the compaction
parameter (for M/R < 0.24) for all models of strange
quark stars. This indicates that the ISCO is determined
by the hydrodynamic instability and not by general rela-
tivistic effects. The dependence of the frequency of gravi-
tational waves at the ISCO on the compaction parameter
for the equal mass binaries can be described by the same
simple analytical formulae for broad ranges of masses in-
dependently on a strange star model. The higher the
compactness of a star is, the higher the frequency of GW
at the ISCO is.
iii) the range of GW frequencies, [1130, 1470], at the
ISCO for binary strange stars of 2.7M⊙ total mass, de-
scribed by the MIT bag model intersects with the range
of frequencies, [806, 1270], for binary neutron stars. The
determination of the gravitational wave frequency at the
ISCO by the laser interferometers wouldn’t be sufficient
to distinguish without ambiguities between strange stars
and neutron stars. It would be necessary to take into ac-
count the observed deviation of the gravitational energy
spectrum of a quasiequilibrium sequence from point-mass
behavior (the break frequencies). The fits of the devia-
tion between numerical results from 3PN results show
that the power is very high, n > 6, which indicates that
high order tidal effects are very important.
iv) The frequency of GW at the end point of inspiraling
neutron stars described by several realistic EOS can be
predicted, in a good approximation, by studying binaries
with assumed polytropic EOSs with γ = 2 or 2.5 with the
same compaction parameter. In contrast, the frequency
of GW at the ISCO is always higher for strange stars
binaries than for polytropic neutron stars binaries with
the same compaction parameter. The differences in the
evolution of binary strange stars and neutron stars stem
from the fact that strange stars are principally bound by
an additional force, strong interaction between quarks.
v) the higher total mass of the system is the higher
frequency of GW at ISCO. For MIT bag model the fre-
quency of gravitational waves at the ISCO only weakly
depends on the parameter a of the EOS, especially for
small compaction parameter. The results obtained for
one model can thus be used for other MIT bag model
using the scaling with ρ0.
In future work we plan to study binary neutron stars
(strange quark stars) with different mass ratio, e.g. 0.7,
following the results of [24] for the observability weighted
distribution of double neutron star binaries as well as
binary systems consisting of one strange star and one
neutron star.
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